
Synopsis of NW and Central District Meetings: 

In both meetings the members were requested to start with recreational questions and concerns.  In 

both the NW and Central meetings only a brief time was spent on this topic.  Except for a recreational 

coach from Eureka Springs who spoke of individual issues with her club, both areas wanted to address 

Academy (PDP) and the need for more competitive outlets for this type of registration, during the 

recreational discussion.  NW wants to see jamborees for academy teams and help with scheduling.   I 

think this emphasizes that we need to use a different avenue to address true recreational issues.   

Premier League: NW requested that teams that participate in PL be exempt from participating in state 

league.   Central was concerned about how this would affect the numbers in the state league. 

State League: NW and Central both stated that state league does not provide a competitive outlet for 

the better teams in the current format.  Lack of competition forces teams to enter more tournaments, 

which causes the calendar to be completely full.  The state league does not add value for the investment 

of time and money. 

NW suggested working with OK and allowing AR teams in the OK state league. 

NW suggested that competitive divisions not be based on a single age division and to combine age 

groups to offer additional competition or move teams to a more appropriate level if necessary.   Central 

agreed that it would be beneficial to combine age groups.  

NW suggested offering state league throughout the spring season for the U13/U14 age groups. 

Central stated that the play dates need to be posted earlier and that the teams need more flexibility and 

should be able to schedule their own games and that there were too many changes in the rules during 

the season. 

Central wants to see a state league for U11 & U12.  District leagues from NW and Central with cross-

over games once or twice a season.  Felt that the state league was needed more at the younger age 

groups than at the older age groups.  (This does not address the National Championship rule requiring a 

4-team league) 

AR State Championships: NW is against single elimination and Central is fine with it.  The location of the 

cup was discussed and the home town advantage.  Hotel issues were discussed and how it will be 

difficult to plan when you don’t know how many games a team will play.  The idea of a consolation game 

was discussed.   NW stated that different age group could use different formats based on the number of 

teams entered in the tournament.  The issue of the entry fee was discussed and if a team would have to 

pay the set amount ($400) for the possibility of only one game. 

Central discussed the possibility of moving the ASC to the fall, so that teams will know well in advance if 

they are going to Regionals and so that the losing teams could enter the President’s Cup in the spring. 

Club Pass: Central wants to see a club pass system that will allow them to move players around at will, 

including during state league games. 

Both districts approved of the new ODP format. 

 


